
 
 

_________________________________________ 
Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on the Illinois Commerce Commission’s 

Resolution Regarding Illinois’ Consideration of the Utility of the Future: “NextGrid” Grid 

Modernization Study (“NextGrid”). The Illinois Chamber of Commerce is the leading business 

organization in the State of Illinois, representing the broader business community. Businesses 

large to small, manufacturers, hospitals, telecom companies, construction trades, local chambers 

of commerce and many others depend on us to advocate for equitable policies that grow Illinois’ 

economy.   

The Illinois Chamber supports some of the foundational objectives identified in the NextGrid 

Resolution and agrees that the pace and extent of technological change in the electric sector 

and evolving energy industry warrants a thorough review.  It also raises questions for what this 

means for consumers, regulators, utilities and others, and how the system will operate moving 

forward.   

General Comments on Topics 

The Illinois Chamber appreciates the four topic areas put forth by the Commission – 1. 

Consumers, Communities, and Economic Development; 2. Grid Design, Digital Networks and 

Markets; 3. Regulation and Encouraging Innovation; and 4. Climate Change and the 

Environment.  The Chamber suggests the below points be considered when engaging in the 

four proposed discussion areas.  

1. Competitive energy costs 

We appreciate the ICC’s efforts to ensure Illinois remains competitive in the 21st Century.  With 

that, we need to also ensure that while Illinois strives to provide electricity efficiently and 

responsibly, it maintains its leadership of competitive energy costs.  Competitive electricity 

rates in Illinois help retain businesses.   

The Illinois Chamber is committed to the development of long term policies that encourage 

sustainable economic growth.  Electricity bills for businesses are some of their highest costs and 

energy rates are critical to the growth of Illinois’ economy, particularly the commercial and 

industrial, and the small and large manufacturing sectors.   

We encourage the Commission to be continually mindful that energy costs are vital to the 
competitiveness of energy-intensive industries, such as manufacturers, hospitals, and data 
centers, and are critical to economic development statewide.  Energy efficiency incentive 
programs should not adversely impact businesses' ability to manage costs and make investment 
decisions.  Investment in energy efficient technologies and environmental controls help lower 
energy rates to keep our state on the leading edge and be more competitive. 

 



2. Market-based Solutions that Promote Competition 

We encourage the facilitator to focus on ensuring recommendations are market-based, drive 

competition, and strive to ensure a level playing field for all market participants. 

The report should encourage promoting competition among energy and technology resources 

and not facilitate the success of any one type over another.  Competition has kept electricity 

affordable for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers and leads to economic growth.  

The more access we have to affordable energy, the more opportunities we as a society have to 

advance ourselves, grow our economy and care for our planet. Legislative or regulatory 

mandates impede the functioning of competitive markets and can raises energy costs 

needlessly. 

We encourage this process to continue ensuring that Illinois’ energy market design promotes 

competition to safeguard efficient market outcomes that deliver reliable, affordable electricity 

to customers.   

3. Adaptable 

The Illinois Chamber agrees with the Commission Resolution that the State needs to have a 

regulatory process that can evolve and adapt to new innovations.  The recommendations set 

forth by the NextGrid Initiative should be adaptable so unseen technological changes, new 

energy resources, and environmental considerations are not unfairly prevented from 

participating because the resulting recommendations were too prescriptive. We encourage the 

Commission to establish a path that ensures future processes can adapt.   

Facilitator 

We encourage the Commission to choose a facilitator with experience facilitating energy 

reviews; proven unbiased work products; recognition of competition in energy; regulatory 

understanding and experience; and knowledge of the Illinois energy landscape.  Further, we 

encourage the facilitator to establish a thorough stakeholder engagement process that 

captures a wide variety of input.  Energy fuels our lives and our economy.  It’s important to 

include the voices of those that benefit and use the electric network. We have no individual or 

company recommendations.  

Conclusion 

The NextGrid Initiative has the potential to deliver meaningful benefits to Illinois’ electricity 

customers, and we encourage the Commission to focus on ensuring “adequate, efficient, 

reliable, environmentally safe, and least cost public utility services…”  NextGrid must also be 

implemented in a way that is designed to ensure the safety and security of all who utilize the 

electricity network. 


